
SOA Track Eclipse Con Europe 2012 

This track will cover various aspects of SOA and BPM modeling and runtime execution and the 

corresponding work in the subprojects of the Eclipse SOA Platform top-level project.  

Marc Dutoo 

Models as Operational Documentation & SOA Use Case 
This talk is an enriched version of the one given at Eclipse DemoCamp Juno in Grenoble (*). 

Even for those who most use them, models have rarely a life beyond solution design & development 

time. However, they can be valuable all along the solution lifecycle, not only to developers but also 

to operators and end users, by being published along solution documentation as reference, as 

structure for existing manual documentation or as extracted information such as an overview. 

In this talk, we will show how to give a new life to your EMF models after design time, as operational 

documentation in a CMIS-compatible document management solution (DMS), by using ATL, Apache 

Chemistry and a few synchronization strategies. It will be demoed with Eclipse JWT workflow models 

and several Open Source DMS. 

We will then demo a more advanced SOA use case with the SOA-dedicated, Nuxeo-based EasySOA 

(**) as DMS, showing how it allows to discover services online and in the code, and mix them up with 

Eclipse SOA-provided models and manual documentation in a single SOA documentation and health 

portal. 

Cédric Carbone, Marc Dutoo 

Talend and EasySOA : from registry to execution and back again 
In SOA, linking business and design-provided information with development tools and runtime 

platforms is most valuable to both but seldom done because of the heterogeneity of actors, concerns 

and technologies. Enter two solutions with Eclipse technology at their cores : Talend ESB and 

EasySOA service registry.  

This presentation will show how EasySOA's service documentation reference complements Talend 

ESB in a complete SOA development process based on a real world use case (checking postal 

address). The following steps will be applied : a service and its definition is registered and 

documented by the service provider in EasySOA's Nuxeo (Eclipse ECR)-based registry, added to the 

business classification tree, looked up using plain text search by the developer and previewed online 

along developer manual ; then reused in Talend Studio to design an SOA job that uses Camel routing 

and XML mapping components to orchestrate the call the provided postal address checking service, 

which is then deployed in Talend ESB's OSGi & CXF-based runtime, ready for execution, and finally 

appears in EasySOA back again among the managed SOA applications. 



Marc Dutoo 

Towards Multi Platform Enterprise Processes 
Be it because more and more enterprise solutions (as Document Management, Collaboration, 

Portals...) embed their own workflow engine, or because alignment on business of custom logic in 

business applications asks for processes where some parts are modeled but not executed in a 

process engine, multi-platform BPM may be about to come of age. This short talk will discuss it and 

envision how Eclipse JWT (Java Workflow Tooling) might help it. 

Adrian Mos 

DSL integration in BPMS/SOA through Mangrove 
Designing business process models and service oriented artifacts in Eclipse is well supported by a 

variety of tools, such as the set of editors  available in the Eclipse SOA top-level project. Similarly, 

many people use domain specific editors to instantiate their DSLs. We aim to bridge the two worlds 

in order to bring the power of DSL expressivity into the SOA/BPM enterprise modeling tools while 

properly leveraging SOA runtime support. 

We will present and demonstrate how popular Eclipse SOA modeling tools can be connected with 

DSL editors while preserving consistency of artifacts. We will show: 

 How business processes defined with Eclipse BPMN editors can define DSL subprocesses that 

can subsequently be refined in their respective DSL editors 

 How DSL-based processes can be exposed in BPMN and SOA architectural diagrams (SCA)

  

The talk will illustrate these points through practical demonstrations using existing Eclipse editors. It 

will also show practically how any DSL can be integrated in this manner by highlighting the various 

plugins that need to be used. The artifacts stored in the Mangrove instance will be displayed visually 

using the new Mangrove editor. 

Marc Gille 

Stardust – an Eclipse Platform for BPM, SOA and Document Processing 
With Stardust, a full-featured, scalable Business Process Management Suite with over 1600 live 

customers worldwide is available to the Eclipse Community under the Eclipse Public License.Stardust 

covers interactive workflow, document processing and high volume system integration for SOA 

scenarios. The presentation will provide an overview on the features of Stardust and its relationship 

to other Eclipse and Apache projects , e.g. it general embedding in Eclipse, the use of the Eclipse 

BPMN 2.0 Metamodel, connectivity to the BPMN 2.0 Modeler, its strategy towards web-based 

modeling and execution within ORION, adaption of document storage such as JackRabit or Eclipse 

Nuxeo  as well as its integration with Apache Camel for system connectivity. 

We will show in a live demo, how a process with interactive, document processing and system 

integration elements can be modeled in Eclipse, connected to SOA services, data and documents, 

enhanced in a web-based BPMN modeler, deployed into a runtime environment and exposed with a 

web and mobile portal for execution. 



Joint Panel with all SOA PMC Members 
During the sessions above (and also online) participants may submit questions and topics around 

SOA initiatives in Eclipse. These will be filtered, categorized and prioritized by the SOA PMC. A subset 

of these questions/topics will be discussed by the SOA PMC members in a closing panel discussion at 

the end of the track. 

 In addition to above mentioned talkers, panel will be attended by : 

 Etienne Juliot, Obeo 

 Cédric Carbone, Talend CTO 


